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These dudes don't know how they've got it
Always driving BMWs with money in there pockets
Getting baby boomer heirlooms like watches and
lockets
They tried to pass the torch but they fucking dropped it

You and your friend are profit margins
To the Wall Street investor your a worthwhile bargain
This is America as fucked up as it seems
This is our reaction to everything! 

Now I feel that reality has become unreal
As for all you know they penetrate your dreams
I'm depressed
This is political unrest in it's finest example
In the 11th hour we will put the rope to your neck

Meanwhile at the justice league
They're blowing money on our crash and burn
economy, 
Throwing Benjamins on hookers and cocaine
The new age bureaucrat is all suit and no brain

They're modern day super heroes
Who are playing there games in federal bureaus
So sketchy homeland bombings
Don't strike you as alarming

From California
To New York Islands
Supposed land of dreams
A fake democracy

All these years
They squabble amongst there peers
Decrepit fiends who walk the halls of the house of reps.

Blank, wide eyed
Caffiened up with undone tie
They bicker gaining nothing but scorched earth
covered in there lies
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Meanwhile at the justice league
They're blowing money on our crash and burn
economy, 
Throwing Benjamins on hookers and cocaine
The new age bureaucrat is all suit and no brain

They're modern day super heroes
Who are playing there games in federal bureaus
So sketchy homeland bombings
Don't strike you as alarming

Maybe we'll just spray the masses with pepper spray
Maybe we'll just line there water with gasoline
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